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We have days when we can’t wait to slip into our highest heels and don our finest wear showing off our take-on-the-world attitude. Then there
are other days, where we’re still ready to conquer the world, but, stilettos and a pencil skirt won’t quite cut it. These are the days we gravitate
towards sneakers and sweatshirts. However, just because we feel like being comfy doesn’t mean we need to schlep it. Athletic inspired looks

are perfectly on-point this season and in regards to athletic inspired shoes, there are none more spot-on for autumn than Ash Wedge Sneakers.
Take a peek at these options:

Ash Thelma Wedge Sneaker

The black leather of this Ash Thelma Wedge Sneaker creates the perfect backdrop for silver buckles while the naturally distressed rubber sole
lends a lived-in vibe. Stroll through your day in style while pairing these kicks with leggings, exposed bright knit socks, a slouchy white tee, and
knit blazer.

Ash Bowie Wedge Sneaker

There’s something about suede that so easily speaks volumes regarding one’s sense of style. In the instance of
these Ashe Bowie Wedge Sneakers, suede is casual in the chicest of ways. With boyfriend jeans and a cranberry hued sweater layered over a
collared button down, you will both look and feel like a flawless fashionista. The wrap around laces and Velcro strap might seem like
unnecessary embellishments, but oh contraire. Without those two details, these wedges would only yield a yawn. Instead, they are positioned
perfectly making them irresistible.

Ash Cool Wedge Sneaker

Cobalt suede sets these Ash Cool Wedge Sneakers apart and because the color already pops! Consider keeping the rest of your pieces more
neutral. Black leggings and a blush colored blazer over a gray turtleneck will have you looking put together in a comfy-casual way.

So ladies, there you have it: proof you can be completely polished all the while showing off your sportier side. When heels won’t work, try on a
pair of Ash Wedge Sneakers instead! 
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